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**Abstract**

As the United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG) promotes ‘right to adequate housing’ as a human right, government-led housing provision is expected to co-produce innovative solutions through public-private people partnerships and integrate urban planning and adequate housing with neighbourhoods. Whilst decentralisation transferred the central tasks to lower government levels, the national government formulates most housing initiatives in the Philippines. Local Government Units are sandwiched between the state-led housing programme and producing the outcomes under insufficient coordination. Highlighting co-production led by grassroots organisations showcases community-centred development explore planning. Rethinking about housing provision through the lenses of community-led practices will enable local governments to explore a new way of supporting Informal Settler Families (ISFs) by engaging with urban actors. This paper examines how local governments in the Philippines can foster a community centred-development approach to housing provision for ISFs.
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Fellowship with UCLG: Local governments’ implementation of the “Cities for housing” declaration

A focus on anti-eviction and slum upgrading strategies linked to the axis 3 and 4 that concern with tools to co-produce public-private community-driven alternative housing and urban planning tools that combines adequate housing with quality, inclusive and sustainable neighbourhoods.
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(Re)thinking housing provision by local governments for Informal Settler Families in Metro Cebu, Philippines

1. Introduction

After the COVID-19 world pandemic was announced on 13 March 2020, slums became more financially and physically vulnerable due to population density, insufficient basic services (Wilkinson, 2020) and losing jobs by lockdown regulations. According to the UN-Habitat (2016), around a billion people live in slum conditions, and access to affordable and adequate housing with basic services is one of the urgent issues for slum dwellers. Some academic literature has argued that a lack of local governments’ capacities has led to urban development failures and created inequalities in which planning was influenced by neoliberalism and globalisation. However, local governments face challenges such as decentralisation, which transfers more responsibilities from the national to lower government levels without enough supports. The United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG), a global network of local governments and cities created the joint declaration ‘Cities for Adequate Housing: Municipal Declaration for the Right to Housing and the Right to the City’ in 2018¹. In order to achieve ‘Axis 3. More tools to co-produce alternative public-private and community-driven housing solutions’ and ‘Axis 4. Urban planning that combines adequate housing with quality, inclusive and sustainable neighbourhoods’, this dissertation will explore how local governments in the Philippines can foster a community centred-development approach to housing provision for Informal Settler Families (ISFs). The case merits analysis because the country aims to adopt a community-driven development approach in shelter provision (NEDA, 2017) and has community-led practices for obtaining lands and housing in collaboration

¹ The Mayor of Barcelona, who was a co-president of UCLG, presented the ‘Cities for Adequate Housing’ declaration. The document was signed by major cities such as Amsterdam, Barcelona, Berlin, Durban, Lisbon, London, Mexico DF, Montreal, Montevideo, New York, Paris and Seoul, and supported by various organisations and individuals linked to the right to housing.
with grassroots organisations and Local Government Units (LGUs). Additionally, it was awarded first place in most of the stages in Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) in East and Pacific regions in 2017 (WB, 2018).

The Philippines contains 7,107 islands where 5.4% of the urban population of about 2.2 million people live in informal settlements or housing inadequacies due to rapid urbanisation (WB, 2017). Responding to the housing demands, the Philippine government launched programmes focusing on public housing in the 1970s, slum upgrading and joint ventures in the 1980s, security of tenure, and privatised housing in the 1990s and promoted a participatory approach by decentralisation (Ballesteros, 2002). However, governments feel it challenging to produce affordable housing projects with private sector in the enabling market. Whilst the central government made most housing initiatives, LGUs struggle to deliver affordable housing to the urban poor because of the complexity of land use regulations and overlap with Key Shelter Agencies (KSAs) schemes. At the grassroots level, some organisations such as Philippines Homeless People's Federation, Inc. (HPFPI), promote community-centred development for slum upgrading. The HPFPI’s branch office is located in Mandaue City in Metro Cebu (Figure 1). Most ISFs are unable to obtain banking loans without a certificate for land tenure and identification and as well as threatened by development projects including Mega Cebu Roadmaps 2050 (JICA, 2015) that may result in their evictions. The Philippine Alliance led by the HPFPI, supported two community groups on 9.2 hectares of donated land in Mandaue to strategically conduct extensive, on-site upgrading projects, with the support of loans from several funds (ACHR, 2011). Regardless of the supports, ISFs struggle to receive government information, financial assistance, and training to manage their shelter projects (Yu & Karaos, 2004).

Figure 1: Map of Metro Cebu by Rochure, 2007.
I argue that it is pivotal to explore planning methods and identify the essential elements for supporting community-centred development. Co-production driven by poor communities and grassroots organisations illustrates the form of engagement in planning issues and innovative and potentially positive process of state-society engagement (Watson, 2014). Contrary to theoretical expectations in Abbott’s framework (2002) that local governments can support four levels of slum upgrading process by taking different roles, my dissertation shows that understanding of community-centred development practices with grassroots organisations will allow local governments to support ISFs’ right to housing in collaboration with different stakeholders based on 4Ps (Marana et al., 2018). It extends current scholarship on co-production by adding collaborative planning and insurgent planning variables to the analysis as planning in practice is often formed with several planning theories.

Whilst the Philippine constitution includes reference to social justice, the planning practices appear to lack sufficient nuance to consider all critical components of social justice that scholarship has articulated: redistribution, recognition, and parity of participation (Fraser, 1998). Governments encourage participatory governance; however, elites could manipulate the process. Collaborative planning (Healey, 2003) creates the institutional form to have a discourse with participants in society, on the other hand, hierarchies and power (Foucault, 1977) oppress marginalised people’s voices in the discussion and create antagonism. So, insurgent planning (Miraftab, 2009) attempts to intervene in the formal system influenced by neoliberalism, through community social activism. Developing new ways of planning through co-production challenges planners and formal planning systems, on the other hand grassroots organisations seek the point of the co-productive relationship with governments (Watson, 2014). In order to reflect needs from ISFs on housing projects through PPPs, successful 4P’s criteria (Marana et al., 2018) could enhance partnerships with people having different interests.

This paper consists of five sections, including the Introduction. Chapter Two will explore social justice related to the right to housing, three types of postmodern planning (insurgent planning, collaborative planning, and co-production) and 4Ps. These concepts will provide the lenses to look at community-centred development for addressing housing provision to ISFs. Chapter Three will introduce the framework for method-based planning for informal settlement upgrading
(Abbott, 2002) to analyse co-production practices in Mandaue, Metro Cebu and 4Ps in building up resilient cities (Marana et al., 2018). Chapter Four will describe the supporting schemes for ISFs and low-income people to access lands and housing provision with private sector (PPPs and the missing P (People)). Unpacking the case with the analytical frameworks will provide key findings to answer the research question (Lipietz & Ortiz, 2016). Lastly, in Chapter Five, recommendations will be proposed for how local governments can reinforce the partnership among urban actors to realise ISFs’ right to housing by promoting co-production and 4Ps. Once local governments become facilitators to raise awareness and understand the process of development with expertise (Kaplan, 1996), co-production initiated by poor communities can cultivate a new path in formal systems towards the right to housing.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Social Justice and Housing Provision

Globalisation and neoliberalism influenced policies and plans and generated enabling markets and more inequalities. Globalisation is described as an ideological construction and a convenient myth that helps to justify and legitimise the neo-liberal global project (Harvey, 2005). It encourages the state to open the domestic market to other countries by promoting privatisation and deregulation (Hirst & Thompson, 2002), therefore, articulates the flows of capital, labour, commodities, and traveller. Globalisation or global neoliberalism created inequality of wages. Neoliberalism has been defined as networks of policy ideologies, values, and rationalities that work together to achieve the capital’s hegemonic power (Brown, 2003) in social-economic context. It required both politically and economically constructing a neoliberal market-based populism (Harvey, 2005, p. 42), and has a significant impact on planning and housing systems, including law, policy, and especially housing rights (Kenna, 2008). That enabled global developers to intervene in real estate markets. Neoliberal schemes of governance and the financialisation of housing are deepening injustices.

Based on UCLG’s report (2019), low-income families cannot obtain affordable and decent housing due to a lack of available housing finance products and exclusionary prerequisites for obtaining a mortgage. Although most housing affordability indicators are designed on the ratio between prices and income, housing prices have risen faster than incomes in many cities.
Gentrification assists in increasing the rent and land prices and disrupts communities and neighbourhoods in both Global South and North. Buying, building, or renting accommodation in informal markets is the most affordable housing for low-income people. In informal markets, affordable housing is often located in the periphery of the city, which makes it challenging to access socio-economic activities. Most informal settlers are in danger of evictions due to political change, a high land value, and illegality.

‘Right to housing’ is linked to Henri Lefèbvre’s “right to the city” which raised the question of the owner of the city in the context of access to employment, culture, education, adequate housing, security and participation in governance (Fainstein, 2005, p.126). Access to justice for the right to housing was discussed in the 40th session of the UN Human Rights Council in March 2019. It was stated that most countries’ constitutions include the right to housing, and courts recognised the right to housing as a component of other rights such as ‘right to life’2. A shift towards social justice could be more focused if the right to housing could be transformed into a recognised human right, which would offer measurable and concrete standards (UN-OHCHR, 2020a). As access to justice is still limited (UN-OHCHR, 2019), the UN’s Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing stated that it should not only focus on courts but also analyse administrative procedures and accessible, community-based, informal mechanisms. Local participatory practices are recognised as one of the models for access to justice.

Social justice was defined by Harvey (1973) as a dimension of both outcome and process. Fainstein (2005, p.128) called it a sensitivity towards process co-constituting with substance and discourse. According to Fraser (1998), social justice must include parity of participation in which participants in society interact with each other, which allows governments to distribute material resources and ensures equal respect among participants through redistribution and recognition. The process of producing outcomes through participatory planning is vital for securing socially just planning outcomes. Whilst social justice and rationality have the potential to overcome the challenges to integrate common public interest with diversity (Harvey, 2001; Campbell & Fainstein, 2019).

---

2 The ‘right to life’ in Article Six of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights refers to the inherent right of every person to life by adding that the right ‘shall be protected by law’ and that ‘no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of life’ (UN-OHCHR, 2020b).
neoliberalism produces the injustices of distribution, poverty, and inequality (Morvaridi, 2008). Power hierarchies that emerge by political wills focusing on economic growth appear to ignore voices from people who cannot directly work in the legitimatised planning process, such as citizens and informal settlers.

The decentralisation of states has also shifted grassroots struggles to burdening local governments. To prevent market-driven planning, planning practices often praise inclusive planning through citizens’ participation (Miraftab, 2009). The following section will examine insurgent planning, collaborative planning and co-production to identify which planning components are essential for local governments to support the right to the housing for ISFs.

2.2 Evolving Urban Planning Frameworks: Insurgent Planning, Collaborative Planning, and Co-production

Planning is the ideology of how we define and use space, and local governments use urban planning variously as a tool to build mixed, compact, and polycentric cities (Gunder, 2010). Urban planning contributes to the social, economic and environmental sustainability of the urban fabric, which needs mixed uses in neighbourhoods to avoid urban sprawl and dependence on a market-driven approach (UCLG, 2019). National funding, market deregulation, and housing commodification need improvements to realise the right to housing. Tackling speculation and power over the real estate market, local governments are encouraged to co-produce mixed solutions by combining social fabric and people’s knowledge and exploring options (UCLG, 2019).

Insurgent planning practices recognise the importance of counter-hegemonic movements, by choosing their ways of constituting their collectives and participation (Gills, 2001). To promote social transformation, it disrupts attempts of neoliberal governance to stabilise oppressive relationships through inclusion (Miraftab, 2009). Grassroots groups take their collective actions based on social capital, embracing, ‘culture, consciousness, community and placeness’ (Sandercock, 1999, p.176), and empower their members to address unequal relations and distributions of power, opportunities and resources. Insurgent planning tries to transcend ‘dichotomies by public actions spanning formal or informal political arenas and invited or invented spaces of citizenship practice’ (Miraftab, 2009).
However, ‘bottom-up’ focus kept resisting and reworking ‘top-down’ policies (ibid.). As Figure 2 (McLeod, 2020) shows, most slum dwellers develop their homes on informal sites, which occurs the opposite way to the formal system. Historicised consciousness in insurgent planning needs recognition from laws and regulations in formal systems to realise inhabitants’ needs.

Collaborative and communicative planning purport to be interactive processes of community-focused, participatory governance, ideally predicated on social justice and consensual community agreement, intending to enhance the qualities of space and territories (Healey, 2003). It was launched in the mid-1980s, and Thatcherism (effectively, neoliberalism) utilised it for stakeholder engagement in planning, which evolved complex relations among planning intervention, land, property development process and distributive outcomes (Healey, 1991). Hillier (2007) pointed out that these types of planning practices can emerge agonism (Mouff, 2000), conflicts and power relations against domination (Foucault, 1988), and preoccupation with the
decision-making process at the expense of spatial process and outcomes (Huxley & Yiftachel, 2000). Discussions can be manipulated by governments, and political wills with language.

The term ‘co-production’, including service and knowledge, is used in various contexts and had transitions from state-initiated interpretations to social movement-initiated co-production. In earlier, Ostrom’s definition, it was framed as, “a process through which inputs from individuals who are not ‘in’ the same organisation are transformed into goods and services” (1996, p.1073), and Joshi and Moore (2004) interpreted it as ‘institutionalised co-production’ to service delivery. Power hierarchy remains biased in favour of the state, and lay people act as instigators of the relationships. Later, Bebbington et al. (2010, p1306) identified co-production as ‘a process of mobilisation’, which sustained across time and space, rather than a specific institution that influences the policy and enhances the state’s engagements at a more fundamental level. Social movements such as collective action, protest, and network will connect actors in the process and bring shifts with the political, economic, and social systems. In the late 2000s, the term ‘co-production’ started to focus on formulating state-society engagement in the Global South, and grassroots organisations such as NGOs often belong to social movements (Mitlin, 2008). Watson (2014) suggested that planning practice developed in the Global North, such as collaborative planning, should now take a ‘view from the South (2009)’. That raised awareness of the complexities of the underlying challenges and contexts and defined the importance of co-production.

State-society engagement on urban planning issues is usually discussed in collaborative and communicative planning. However, Watson (2014) identified several differences in those planning from co-production. Firstly, co-production initiated by social movements often works outside governmental regulations and procedures, as the formal system does not have the channel that satisfies the grassroots’ demands. Secondly, it does not request discussions to shape plans without concerning delivery process and subsequent management. It focuses on producing physical outcomes such as experiential learning, rather than focusing on dialogues. Thirdly, whilst collaborative planning has power in the deliberative planning process, bottom-up co-production acknowledges the conflicts, issues and power struggles within a community, and the relationship as a different form of engagement with the state (Robins et al., 2008). Lastly, grassroots organisations can access networks to scale up from the local to the global level. Although power relations need
consideration, co-production has a high potential to provide a new formal system path. Co-production ideas inspire planning theory and practice to think about how planning might need to operate differently in a changing world (Watson, 2014).

Mitlin (2008) described the form of co-production led by global NGO federations such as Shack/Slum Dwellers International (SDI). The SDI is a global network established in 1996, which supports community-based organisations for the urban poor and engages with governments and international organisations regarding urban issues related to land, shelter and basic services (SDI, 2020). That enabled individual members and their associations to secure effective relations with state institutions and address immediate basic needs (Mitlin, 2008, p. 339). The SDI uses a non-confrontational nature of the process and allows women's participation and better opportunities to secure political gains (Watson, 2014).

Regarding one of the co-production cases by another organisation, the ACHR conducted city-wide slum upgrading named the Asian Coalition for Community Action (ACCA) Programme. The programme helped ISFs in 150 cities in 15 Asian countries to improve their settlement from 2009 to 2012 with local grassroots organisations. It triggered to create a new financial mechanism called the City Development Fund set up for joint funding projects on a larger scale of urban development. Poor communities received support on settlement self-Enumeration, and mapping, co-learning, community-saving schemes. They could build relationships with governments to improve the informal settlements. Importantly, the self-Enumeration movement articulates power and knowledge in practices that the state makes society visible and ends up creating new social collective forms by acknowledging the capability of the communities (Chatterji & Mehta, 2007). The ACHR and the SDI work as facilitators to share knowledge and supports rather than being technical professionals. Although co-production initiated by social movement gives challenges to planners and planning systems, NGOs take control of all steps in the ‘value chain’ and decide at what points a co-productive relationship with the state would be appropriated (Watson, 2014).

Albrechts (2013) stated that co-production might be a useful frame for the public sector to develop a more radical approach to strategic spatial planning, which needs a fundamental shift in power balance. Although radical approaches to social change such as insurgent planning may cause undesirable social exclusion (Watson, 2014), communities and grassroots organisations can propose
intervention to formal systems based on their social capital by time and space. To make a bridge between formal and informal systems, co-production should be tailored with formal, institutionalised systems, borrowing from collaborative planning practice. To foster community-centred development for housing provision to ISFs, local governments need to maintain the process by engaging with stakeholders.

2.3 Public-Private-People Partnerships (4Ps)

Engagements with the public sector, private sector and people living in the city are pivotal to co-produce assistance in the right to housing for ISFs. PPPs refer to a tool where private and public sectors agree to share responsibilities, risks and rewards in the funding, construction, and project management, programmes, or services to benefit themselves and the larger society (Irazábal, 2016). PPPs can assist in providing affordable housing when the private sector can fully engage with the project, and design, building and procurement models are maintained (UN-Habitat, 2011). However, affordable housing projects often do not meet low-income families’ targets to buy homes in developing countries, including the Philippines (Trangkanont & Charoenngam, 2014). Thus, the PPPs’ use in housing are more limited because housing receives no increased revenues from components such as utilities and infrastructure projects associated with volume (Phang, 2013).

PPPs became a form of privatisation under neoliberal policies of decentralisation and weak governments, especially local governments, which cannot lead the partnership process and guide the outcomes due to insufficient resources and capacity (Miraftab, 2004). Communities become the most vulnerable actors in PPPs, and most of them are excluded from the process, outcomes, and development (Irazábal, 2016). Irazábal (2016) believes that social housing programme through 4Ps is possible, when the actors’ willingness to collaborate in aims larger than their own self-interest. However, Miraftab (2004) stated that equitable, horizontal power relations amongst participants are impossible unless any discrepancies in their socio-institutional capacities are recognised and addressed. 4Ps, which are the partnerships among public and private sectors and the people, request that governments create processes that lead participants to understand each other, especially marginalised groups’ needs and co-production led by communities and grassroots organisations.
A successful PPPs case in affordable housing needs political support and stability, trust and openness, a favourable and efficient legal framework, and appropriate risk allocation and sharing (Alteneiji et al., 2020). The state regulates the politics between the stakeholders to avoid conflicts between the private sector’s profit-driven interests and the communities’ welfare-driven interests (Miraftab, 2004). Although private firms need to make profits, corporate social responsibility (CSR) policies can positively impact the welfare aims of society and lead to increased financial performance (Husted & Salazar, 2006). Towards realising PPPs for housing projects, governments make efforts to handle the project and power relations to ensure the space for community involvement and reflections.

3. Methodology (Analytical framework)

3.1 Methodology

Local governments have difficulties in delivering affordable and adequate housing to the urban poor with the state-led housing programme and market-driven real estate market. The state decentralisation shifts parts of decision-making and financial resources to local governments or community and private sector actors, with the expectation of political and economic return (Miraftab, 2004). From the perspectives of poor communities, their needs do not fit the formal structure and regulations. According to examples of co-production with the ACHR and the SDI, poor communities can visualise their demands and show them to the governments with supporting agencies. Governments can utilise the community information and practices for promoting housing provision to ISFs. The strength of grassroots movements is critical not only for shaping partnership strategies but also for ensuring support by the local and central governments, including their regulatory capacities (Miraftab, 2004).

To begin answering my research question on how local governments in the Philippines (Cebu) can foster a community-centred development approach to housing provision for ISFs, this chapter will outline the reasons to select the Philippine case and introduce the analytical framework to be adopted in Chapter Four. That will contribute to local governments’ efforts to promote co-produced housing schemes.
3.2 Case Selection (Philippines)

This dissertation selected the Philippines as a case study to show the local governments’ dilemmas for providing affordable and adequate housing to ISFs. The dilemmas were caused by the relations between the state-led housing initiatives and decentralisation. Local political power and an enabling real estate market influenced by globalisation also became obstacles for LGUs to deliver sustainable housing provisions.

Except for the Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao, the local governments consist of three types: (1) Province and independent cities (highly urbanised cities such as Mandaue City); (2) municipalities and component cities, and (3) barangays. The head of each is elected by popular elections every three years, except that barangay captains are elected every five years. The Philippines’ institutional politics is dominated by traditional politicians, mostly by the land-holding elite and provincial political ‘bosses’ (Roces, 1994) and attracts global investments in urban development. The Philippines’ political scale needs to address the dominant, neoliberal understanding of globalisation’s imperatives (Kelly, 1997).

The Philippines’ economic trends shifted from agriculture from the 1950s to the 1970s (Cham & Canlas, 2008) to industry promoted by globalisation. The transition let millions of Filipinos migrate from farmlands to cities, aiming for higher salary jobs. This became the beginning of the expansion of informal settlements in urbanised areas in the country. Decentralisation was initiated by the 1987 Constitution and promoted by the 1991 Local Government Code (LGC). Local governments received more local autonomy with assignment functions, revenue sharing between the national and local governments, and resource generation by LGUs (Yilmaz & Venugopal, 2013). Many local governments in urbanised areas could not control the influx of migrants that resulted in overcrowded, unplanned and unregulated informal settlements (HUDCC, 2014). This type of settlement faces economic, social, and spatial exclusion and vulnerabilities (WB, 2017).

Whilst the state established KSAs and designed housing initiatives, the decentralisation tasked LGUs to manage shelter provisions and slum upgrading. ISFs have faced difficulties in using complex governmental supports. For instance, the Community Mortgage Programme (CMP) is a land consolidation and upgrading scheme combined with a large-scale program that gives ISFs
access to formal credit (Berner, 2000). The process often caused delays of the payment by KSAs, and ISFs sometimes missed opportunities to buy the lands. Some poor communities became patrons of politicians during the elections to achieve communities’ needs. Under the conditions, some ISFs reached assistance from supportive grassroots organisations like HPFPI and learnt co-production practices. Grassroots mobilisation can be the deciding factor in a partnership’s success to pressure the state to play its expected mediating effectively, whilst supporting initiatives by local communities and their organisations (Miraftab, 2004). Reviewing community-centred development conducted by grassroots organisations and ISFs will give clues for replying to the research question and realising the potential of 4Ps.

3.3 Analytical Framework

3.3.1 A Method-based Planning Framework for Informal Settlement

This section will introduce a method-based planning framework for informal settlement, although the private sector is absent from this framework. Abbott (2002) believes that the community is able to provide the best reflection of internal needs, whilst the local authority brings a broader perspective of the city to bear and develop a method-based planning framework for informal settlement upgrading. In this context, the objectives of upgrading should acknowledge the recognition of precarious physical and social conditions, the insufficient opportunities for asset retention and growth, perceptions of poverty, and vulnerability with the compromised use of space (Abbott, 2002). He identified three approaches for informal settlement upgrading by unpacking global practices as follows: (1) Incremental approach to physical provision, (2) micro-planning at community level, and (3) creation of a holistic plan. Having this analysis, the potential of ‘space’ as a tool for dealing with and integrating diverse needs across the different levels was translated into the method-based planning framework for informal settlement upgrading (Abbott, 2002). The framework aims to achieve social and economic integration which constitutes institutional perspectives, scale, local government role, and spatial perspectives. Local governments are requested to take different roles at each level as Table 1 shows details.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of scales</th>
<th>Institutional/organisational perspectives</th>
<th>Actions with levels</th>
<th>Role of local government</th>
<th>Spatial perspectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Consensus decision-making with stakeholders</td>
<td>Decision-making across the settlement – the surrounding areas</td>
<td>Facilitator</td>
<td>Spatial integration with social fabric (This can be translated to Local area spatial development plan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Partnership between community and government</td>
<td>Settlement planning at a macro-level, as a whole settlement with majority of residents</td>
<td>Partner with the community</td>
<td>Movement, reducing physical risk and identifying economic opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Community-based participatory planning</td>
<td>Settlement planning at a local level (within the settlement)</td>
<td>Community enablement</td>
<td>Creating effective and sustainable social spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Community development support</td>
<td>Involvement of individuals/households in the decision-making process</td>
<td>Providing or facilitating social support</td>
<td>Dealing with the residence unit and its improvement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A method-based planning framework for informal settlement upgrading by Abbott, 2002.

The analytical framework was evolved from a planning framework for New Rest\(^3\) in Cape Town. Four levels of scale show the importance of spatial relationships. At the first level, the integration of the informal settlement into the surrounding areas enables the neighbouring outsiders

\(^3\) Slum upgrading of the New Rest, Cape town in South Africa focused on decision-making systems and spatial relationships, especially women’s involvement in the community.
to understand the settlement, which may decrease their fears related to criminal activities’ potential. The second level serves to build a partnership between the community and the local authority. In New Rest’s case, a university took NGOs’ role to support local government and community in the steering committee. The committee allowed the local government to consider the developmental and regulatory functions separately, and the members agreed on changes to standards for house construction. The third level, participatory process, helped community development as social work made effective use of spatial organisation structure and decision-making at the settlement level. The ability allows the community to take the decisions, and the local government’s role shifts from being a partner to supporting their activities. New Rest was built on a minimum relocation policy, and small groups discussed issues and made spatial definition by movement corridors. Lastly, the fourth level is decision-making at the individual family or head of household level. As women in New Rest were not represented in any of the project’s formal decision-making structures (Friedman, 2001), the informal settlement upgrading meant a lot to marginalised people. Social work and community development teams could reach individual households. Thus, community groups supported developing in-depth demographic, social, and economic surveys of each household with a geo-spatial information management system.

Using different levels of scale enables space to flow over the settlement boundary to the formal city or other settlements (Abbott, 2002) and identifies vulnerabilities, therefore developing community decision-making effectively.

3.3.2 Analytical framework for 4Ps

Abbott's (2002) analytical framework is useful for understanding the co-production process and analysing the slum upgrading among informal settlers, local authorities, and supporting agencies (NGOs and academic authorities). This section will introduce an analytical framework for 4Ps engaging the private sector with the aforementioned urban actors for slum upgrading. Marana et al. (2018) developed an analytical framework for 4Ps that facilitates multi-level governance within cities to increase city resilience.
Figure 3 shows sixteen criteria with three dimensions of partnership: (1) stakeholder relationship; (2) information flow; and (3) conflict resolution. Then, three layers which show attributes of the partnership: (1) general characteristics; (2) particular characteristics in the city resilience-building with the type of partners; and (3) specific characteristics with the type of partners (public and private sector, people in the society), without considering the aim of the partnerships. Resilience-building for crisis management is pivotal for stakeholders to address expected and unexpected events (Marana et al., 2018) such as COVID-19. Although the three layers contribute to different dimensions, covering the sixteen criteria could be taken as the shared codes for the partnerships with people with different perspectives to support ISFs.

Figure 3. Framework showing the characteristics of successful 4Ps in the city resilience-building process by Marana et al., 2018.
1st layer: Successful characteristics of general relationships

Stakeholder relationship dimension

1. **Commitment** indicates the aspiration to make efforts, and all the stakeholders should acknowledge their abilities and value (Doyle *et al.*, 2015).

2. **Coordination** needs to define each responsibility and task and facilitates access to useful resources (skills, funding, infrastructure or knowledge) (Doyle *et al.*, 2015).

3. **Independence** refers to partners’ capacities to achieve beneficial goals mutually. Developing a common vision and planning and identifying the most appropriate people involved are essential (Doyle *et al.*, 2015).

4. **Trust** evolves the belief that partners are reliable to work for shared objects. It enables actors to work beyond organisations and hierarchical restrictions collaboratively (Rogers *et al.*, 2016).

Information flow dimension

5. **Information quality** means promptness, accuracy, and relevance of information, which mobilise discourse among actors to enhance decision-making.

6. **Information sharing** makes people work efficiently and prevents overlaps of efforts and resources.

7. **Participation** refers to partner engagements in planning, setting goals, sharing workloads, and conducting different tasks.

Conflict resolution dimension

8. **Constructive resolution** is how conflicts among partners are resolved with superior solutions to ensure participants’ interests.

2nd layer: Successful characteristics of city resilience-building partnerships

Stakeholder relationship dimension

9. **Integration** is the partnerships connecting to systems, organisations, or other partnerships, that have comparable objectives co-producing better outcomes.
10. **Flexibility** is the adaptability of the partnership when an organisation or an individual faces changing circumstances or crises.

**Information flow dimension**

11. **Information accessibility** means the speed of propagating the information to the stakeholders for keeping everyone updated with the same information (Adams, 2016). That will help identify the resources and mitigate cascading effects (Toubin *et al.*, 2015).

12. **Information transparency** is sharing sensitive and pivotal information that reinforces engagement, co-creates same vision and works efficiently.

**Conflict resolution dimension**

13. **Reflectiveness** is the partnerships’ ability to learn from each other and utilise past cases for improving future decisions, procedures, and behaviour.

**3rd layer: Successful characteristics of 4Ps**

**Stakeholder relationship dimension**

14. **Inclusiveness** requires the involvement of the representatives from different organisations. Equally shared information and equal opportunities for participation enable stakeholders to co-create a joint vision.

**Information flow dimension**

15. **User-friendliness** ensures that every partner understood and use information explained by easily understandable language.

**Conflict resolution dimension**

16. **Perspective alignment** is the capacity to examine each interest and discover commonalities considering how to align perspectives to satisfy each worthwhile goal.
Although these criteria for 4Ps need to be translated into the process and policies by identifying resources, such as time and money, considering each characteristic and monitoring the evaluation will reinforce the partnerships (Marana et al., 2018). Towards supporting community-centred development, 4Ps’ analytical framework offers the code.

3.3.3 Analytical Framework for Answering the Research Question

Abbott’s framework (2002) will examine the co-production of community-centred development and encourage local governments to look at available resources for supporting housing provision to ISFs. To co-produce outcomes with stakeholders and realise 4Ps, Marana et al.’s criteria (2018) will help local governments to maintain the discussion platform and the process in housing provision to ISFs by ensuring inclusive process, and reflecting ISFs’ opinions and avoiding market-led partnerships. However, in this dissertation, the framework will investigate community-centred development led by grassroots organisations such as HPFPI. Miraftab (2004) indicated that the condition of recognising grassroots mobilisation — with the premise of the poor as powerful organisations and relying on the partners’ mutual interests reinforces the partnerships. As partners, grassroots communities must be nurtured so that they can exert and hold their interests in PPPs processes (ibid.). Whilst they are not legitimised authorities nor can they establish regulations, interestingly, they take parts of the role of local government in Abbott’s framework (2002) and accomplish the sixteen criteria of 4Ps in the community-centred development. In the summary of my analytical framework, 4Ps criteria (Marana et al., 2018) will be used as the principles for the partnerships among stakeholders on supporting ISFs’ slum upgrading, and Abbott’s framework (2002) will provide lenses to see the community-centred development and extract the elements of how local governments can support ISFs with the grassroots organisations. As Figure 4 shows, one more level will be added above the first level. Local government can foster support to ISFs with the involvement of private sector actors and other supporting organisations. Therefore, this framework will be applied for slum upgrading cases with ISFs and grassroots organisations in Mandaue in the Philippines.
Figure 4: Analytical framework for chapter four based on Table 1 and Figure 3 by Author, 2020.
4. Case Study Analysis

Chapter Four will describe the Philippines’ housing situation by unpacking social justice, housing policies, land use, PPPs, and governments’ housing provision interventions in the Philippines. Following that, the framework proposed in the Chapter Three (Abbott, 2002; Marana et al., 2018) will analyse the existing community-led activities in Mandaue, Metro Cebu, which accommodated 4Ps’ criteria, to seek local governments’ roles for supporting community-centred development approach to housing provision for ISFs.

4.1 Social Justice and Land Regulations in the Philippines

The 1987 Philippines Constitution states, ‘the promotion of social justice shall include the commitment to create economic opportunities based on freedom of initiative and self-reliance.’ (Philippine Government, 1987). It describes a social dimension that offers principles related to land and properties, including promoting social justice, human rights, and rural development. Land-related codes such as land classification, land use, planning and land taxation emerged from the Constitution (Teodoro & Co, 2009). Although the 1987 Philippine Constitution established by President Aquino echoed the right to adequate housing and the right against forced evictions, Marcos’ Presidential Decree 722, which remained in force from 1975 to 1997, could punish people who illegally occupied on public or private land without the consent of the landowner(s) by imprisonment or fine unlawfully. This led to mass relocation of squatters, and some of them were suddenly relocated to 30-40km outside the city or dumping sites (Berner, 2000). Regardless of the government’s aim to achieve social justice and the ‘inalienable’ right to adequate housing, ISFs experienced forced evictions by inhumane and ineffective regulations. Social justice in the Constitution was used for ‘schemes that enhance capital accumulation to the detriment of ordinary citizens’ (Fainstein, 1996, p. 21). The Philippine government’s assistance to ISFs lacked a participatory process, which resulted in sudden, forced evictions and expansion of informal settlements.

As indicated in Chapter Three, decentralisation shared many portions of burdens in housing provision to LGUs through the LGC of 1991. LGUs have challenges in efficient housing delivery caused by the state-led, complex housing administrative machinery and overlapping charter
mandates (Teodoro & Co, 2009). The LGC of 1991 mandated that LGUs must cover urban land inventory, strengthening poor urban consultation, and public land proclamations. However, a recent study shows that less than half of the 25 leading LGUs complied with the mandates (Dizon et al., 2000). Social justice should consider ‘distributive patterns and relationships that can produce and reproduce those patterns’ (Young, 2011, p241). To redistribute social justice from governments to ISFs, there must be not only an institutionalised structure to coordinate housing provision between the state and LGUs, but also coordination with the private sector, NGOs and ISFs. The state’s regulatory capacity is not likely to serve the interests on the partnerships of the poor marginalised people unless strong grassroots organisations and their democratic participation prompts it to do so (Abers, 1998; Brown, 2000). The next section will look at how the Philippine government provides physical and financial assistance for housing to ISFs and low-income people.

4.2 Housing Provision for ISFs and Low-income People

The rapid population growth, urbanisation, and rural-urban migration put pressure on essential service provision, including shelter. The Philippines’ total housing need remains a high number at around 6.80 million units for the period 2017 to 2022, based on a housing backlog of 2.02 million as of December 2016 (NEDA, 2017, p. 12-5). To increase the housing stock for low-income sectors, the National Shelter Programme was launched including CMP, financing and security of tenure (UN-Habitat, 2009, p.6).

The Philippine Development Plan (PDP) 2017-2022 (NEDA, 2017) showed multiple plans for improving housing provisions such as institutionalising the national planning and budgeting process for housing and resettlement. The government encourages stakeholders to reinforce partnerships, including NGOs, academics, private firms, and international organisations, through a participatory approach and PPPs for housing projects. Additionally, a community-driven development (“peoples’ plan”) approach in shelter provision will be promoted to involve the beneficiaries in the entire development process and collection of housing loan payment.

In order to implement the PDP in practice, it is essential to consider the actual process to deliver the outcomes. The plan encourages governments to facilitate the programmes with the stakeholders in delivering housing to the people. LGUs will be burdened to follow the plan and
translate the state-led housing plans to LGUs initiatives in accomplishing the country’s housing demands. Coordination on budget, plan, and utilising available resources with National Government Agencies (NGAs) will be a key factor for LGUs as the decentralisation is planned to be further reinforced.

4.3 Public Private Partnerships and the Missing P

The 1987 Philippine Constitution defined the indispensable role of the private sector as the main engine of national growth, under process led by President Aquino. Socialised housing, which is government or private sector housing projects, provides housing and lots of packages or home lots to underprivileged and homeless citizens. The development with private sector involvement have three methods: (1) Government offers tax incentives for low-income housing; (2) Unified Home Lending Program which provides development finance at lower than market interest rates; (3) the Urban Development Housing Act (UDHA) of 1992 required private developers to set aside 20% of the total project cost of non-socialised housing developments for socialised housing investments (Ballesteros, 2002). However, the ceiling cost targets at low-income households widened the gap between supply and demand, and the financial crisis discouraged the private sector from joining socialised housing projects. Additionally, joint ventures for housing projects lacked the coordination between the National Housing Association (NHA) and the National Home Mortgage Finance Corporation (NHMFC) which challenges managing substantial risks and responsibilities. Thus, a more holistic approach for settlement planning based on partnership with stakeholders is demanded. Given this, it is observed that LGUs need assistance and coordination to achieve state-led housing goals. The private sector seeks better incentives to participate in social housing programmes supported by governments.

In 2017, the Philippines’ PPPs ranked first on preparation, procurement, contract management, and third on unsolicited proposals, among East Asia and Pacific economies (WB, 2018). Whilst the Philippines have infrastructure project through PPPs such as water supply project for the urban poor through PPPs in Manila named as Public-Private Community Partnerships (Franceys & Weitz, 2003), there are relatively few affordable housing projects. The government tasked KSAs to plan, finance and produce affordable housing and did not positively administrate
housing projects because the real estate industry is one of the country’s largest and most energetic business sectors (Kritz, 2016). Thus, creating innovative PPPs projects in housing became challenging. Planning lacked the process of engaging with the people and perspective alignment. “P”, as in ‘people’, is missing from PPPs.

4.4 Overview of Metro Cebu

Zooming into Metro Cebu, it is comprised of three independent cities (Cebu, Mandaue, Lapu-lapu), four component cities (Carcar, Danao, Naga, Talisay), and six municipalities (Compostela, Consolacion, Cordova, Liloan, Minglanilla, San Fernando) (DILG Region VII, 2020). In the 1950-60s, Cebu Province was the frontier of the out-migration of neighbouring Mindanao. In contrast, since the 1970s, the in-migration of Metro Cebu started (Flieger, 1994). Globalisation arrived at Cebu in the late 1980s, owing to sugar production and the growth of international trade (Kampen & Naerssen, 2008). The expansion of the manufacturing sector by developing Mactan Export Processing Zone (MEPZ) attracted real estate developers such as Ayala Land Incorporation to build shopping malls and high-end housing (Sajor, 2013). Engaged with the economic growth, infrastructure such as an international airport, maritime port, roads, and tourist accommodations were set up. Whilst speculation on land prices became an obstacle for LGUs to provide mass shelter to poor communities, developers’ interests focused on increasing the housing prices.

As Cebu became advanced compared to many other cities in the Philippines by per capita income, the social polarisation was growing. Squatters were prevalent due to the inaccessibility of jobs, safety, health, secure housing tenure and basic services. For instance, South Road Property was developed in the 1990s as a 300ha land reclamation with six-lane coastal roads connecting the business district to the south of the city. This project pushed out thousands of families dependent on fishing along the former coastline (Kampen & Naerssen, 2008). Local political families dominate the politics in Cebu. That led some poor community groups in Cebu to choose political patronage, supporting candidates in order to obtain adequate housing (Yilmaz & Venugopal, 2013).

Based on an interview with the HPFPI in Mandaue (Chavez, 2020), the private sector may come to the local executive’s office as ‘courtesy call’ to explain the project plan on the site. They ask the executive for a permit or Memorandum of Agreement to conduct an enumeration survey for
determining the number of households, families or ISFs to be affected by the project. The government gives discretion to the private sector to supplement the demands of the affected ISFs that depend upon the negotiation result. The City policy provides ISFs a choice between financial assistance or a relocation site, and the private sector accommodates the finance for the ISFs based on the UDHA rights. The ISFs can negotiate with the government without the presence of the private sector, to access another support from the government even by the resources and manpower alone.

4.5 Community-led Planning Case for Adequate Housing in Mandaue City

Regardless of the Philippine government initiatives in different levels, governments have room for improvement to deliver housing to ISFs and low-income communities. Regulations caused duplications, and state-led planning for housing provision lacked participatory process and coordination with stakeholders for the decentralisation process.

Communities and the Philippine Alliance led by the HPFPI played the local government’s roles listed in Table 1 (facilitator, partner, community enablement, and providing or facilitating social support). In this section, their community-centred development with ISFs and the Philippine Alliance will be interpreted into four levels of scales from Abbott’s framework (2002) with the sixteen criteria in successful 4Ps, components of which will be bolded in the section. Although the activities at each level often happened in parallel, the Philippine Alliance supported the process. It provided tools for community-centred development for ISFs in the third (within a community) and fourth (households) levels. Following this, they try to engage with outside communities with the visualised data developed in the community in the first (with other neighbouring communities) and second levels (with the government). Following this, the ISFs’ co-production in Mandaue, which received support from the Philippine Alliance, will show the implementation of the community-led plans with different funds. Local government can utilise the key findings to formulate partnerships to support ISFs’ right to housing by inviting urban actors such as private and academic sectors.
4.5.1 Philippine Alliance

As ISFs cannot rely only on government assistance, some take community-centred development approaches in collaboration with supportive grassroots organisations. Figure 5 shows the partnership among five urban organisations which supports ISFs’ community-centred development in Mandaue City, Metro Cebu,

![Figure 5: Philippine Alliance by Author, 2020.](image)

The HPFPI takes the lead of the Philippine Alliance and uses three methods to support the members for community development: mobilising communities; encouraging savings-based financial strategies; and engaging with the public sector. The methods make them build community infrastructure, as well as their financial and social capital (trust) in the Philippines (Yu & Karaos, 2004). The members generated 35.3 million pesos with 39,000 members as of December 2002.
(ibid.). Technical Assistance Movement for People, and Environment Inc. (TAMPEI), which comprises of young architects, and the HPFPI work together to deliver holistic and participatory approaches through continuous involvement and representation of the communities’ needs. Philippine Action for Community-led Shelter Initiative Inc. (PACSII) is an NGO supporting the HPFPI and the Philippine Alliance. Lastly, LinkBuild and Community Resources for the Advancement of Capable Societies (CoRe-ACS) are a social enterprise and a microfinance institution supporting community financing, respectively. The process of the Philippines Alliance activities can be classified into four stages: mobilisation; savings; planning and design; and project implementation (Lipietz & Ortiz, 2016). Each organisation, with different strengths in the Philippine Alliance, supported the process of community-centred development.

**Mobilisation (Levels 3, 4):**

At community and household levels (third and fourth levels), bringing people together, generating interest and taking collective actions enabled the community to tackle and identify their community members challenges. The community can recognise issues, people’s abilities and government support through regular activities such as gathering money. Solutions come from discussion, and collective actions including data gathering will be a strong base for realising the needs. As a part of community enablement, the Philippine Alliance provides facilitating tools for creating effective and sustainable social spaces. However, they try not to pressure the community if the community is not ready to take actions. After they identify their leader in the community, relationships will become more solid to pursue the activities. Mobilisation through collective activities encourages the community to complete the long process for obtaining adequate and affordable housing with ownership. This enhanced: **commitment; coordination; interdependence; information elements (sharing, accessibility, transparency); participation; integration; reflectiveness; and inclusiveness.**
Savings (Levels 3, 4):

At community and household level (third and fourth level), saving has been done with a minimum of ten neighbours. Each saver has a passbook to keep track on deposits and withdrawals and can use community saving for individual emergency purposes. The HPFPI encourages community to use the following models: collecting five pesos a day; Urban Poor Development Fund (UPDF); group savings; and part of the monthly fund was secured for sustaining the activities. Saving enables the community to share information at the collecting point, develop financial and social capital for community-led activities and plan their own developments. Maintaining the preconditions for ISFs to use their savings such as purchasing lands and negotiating with the government, they must legally register as homeowners’ association. Savings promoted: commitment; coordination; interdependence; trust; information elements (sharing, accessibility, transparency); participation; integration; flexibility; reflectiveness; inclusiveness and user-friendliness.

Planning and Design (Levels 1, 2, 3, 4):

The Philippine Alliance used a series of steps to create the planning process, which has been adapted through practices to increase the number of participants, data gathering and community organisation (third and fourth levels), community-level planning (third level), and area-wide planning (first and second levels). At the third and fourth levels for gathering data, the Philippine Alliance supported community mapping as Figure 6 and 7 shows, which enabled communities to collect information and identify the issues by building technical and organisational capacities by participatory workshops specifically with the HPFPI. The TAMPEI supported visualisation of the essential issues by identifying, categorising and prioritising issues and establishing the plan for the next steps with timelines and roles after recognising stakeholders. Although information sometimes needs to be verified through dialogues, community-led planning with the gathered data helped to co-produce solutions with stakeholders.

4 The UPDF was launched by the HPFPI to address the slow processing of the CMP. It offers a long-term financing facility for shelters such as land purchases by bridge financing which is filled through borrowers’ repayment over a long period of time.
At the second level that community members can directly talk with local authorities, it is pivotal to maintain a non-intimidating environment so that all the participants can understand and respect the bottom-up approaches. Land inventory with the ownership gathered by communities helped the participants to find suitable and affordable land, although undocumented ownership was found. At the first level, when the community talked with neighbouring communities, an area-wide approach infused the perspective of city-wide upgrading, which served to specify the common issues with other groups and discuss those challenges on a larger scale with local governments. Through the whole level, the Philippine Alliance took all the local government role in Abbott’s analytical framework (2002) alongside communities and mitigated the conflicts and fear. Local authorities recognised the efforts. However, particular residents opposed mapping because it might reveal certain situations undesirably. Planning strengthens: commitment; coordination; interdependence; trust; information elements (quality, sharing, accessibility, transparency); participation; integration; flexibility; reflectiveness; inclusiveness; user-friendliness and perspective alignment.

Figure 6. Philippine Alliance’s city-wide community-driven data collection activities by GLTN, 2019.

Figure 7. Step for community mapping activities by Lipietz & Ortiz, 2016.
Project implementation (Levels 0, 1, 2): Above or at the first and second levels to have discussions with neighbouring communities and the government, project implementation requests communities to escalate issues regarding housing, land, and services to the stakeholders at different levels. Land ownership is often the topmost matter. After tough negotiations to obtain land and seek to use a financial scheme such as CMP⁵, housing is ready to install. In some cases, everyone in the community is involved in the implementation process, and communities operated the project, such as managing materials, labour, and procurements, with the Philippine Alliance. Before the implementation, the sixteen criteria should be developed to accomplish the project implementation smoothly.

4.5.2 ISFs on Donated 9.2ha in Mandaue

An electoral promise made by Thadeo Ouano before the 1988 City election resulted in the donation of 9.2ha to ISFs (Lipietz & Ortiz, 2016). Vincentian Priests mobilised the HPFPI, the original savings, and the Federation of Mandaue City Urban Poor, Inc. to realise the promise. The land was donated under the Federation’s name after years of eviction threats. Beneficiary Selection Committees administrated allocating land titles to beneficiaries with the lists. Although getting the individual ownerships took time, many families felt the land tenure security was protected under the name of the Federation. The Philippine Alliance assisted the ISFs in improving their built environment with their savings and different funds.

Lower Tipolo Homeowners Association, Inc. (LTHAI) with 269 households, which is one of five poor communities in the 9.2ha donated lot, conducted community savings since 1996 with support from the HPFPI at the community and households (third and fourth) levels. On the first and second levels that communities and government discuss, the LTHAI joined the government’s 9.2 Task Force Committee with the other association which lives on the same donated lot. The joint community-city mechanism provided the platform to develop subdivision plans, re-block and initiate a land ownership transfer process. From the assistance from the ACHR, the ACCA was

⁵ See page 12
implemented in Mandaue including the 9.2-hectare Urban Poor Network with 162 poor people’s organisations (ACHR, 2011).

The LTHAI experienced a fire in 2001 (see Figure 8), which destroyed the settlements and left the whole community homeless. They strategically utilise various funds with assistance from grassroots organisations. Part of their saving and a four million-peso loan from the UPDF allowed the community to rent the equipment to complete landfilling (ACHR, 2011). Following that, the LTHAI surveyed the 1.6ha of the lands for developing subdivision plan and affordable housing mode at the third and fourth levels. Community-Led Infrastructure Finance Facility (CLIFF)\(^6\) assists in implementing basic infrastructure such as drains, water supplies and shared septic tanks. With support from the PACSII, the community designed and built two-story starter houses, and the HPFPI borrowed USD 10,000 from the ACCA for the LTHAI, which was used to procure housing materials. The housing loans were designed to be repaid in five years at six percent annual interest (three percent for the community savings group, the remaining three percent for the UPDF). The community also offered labours for the construction and tried to reduce the costs by leaving the second floor unfinished and letting the residents recycle other materials (see Figure 9). The LTHAI’s case shows the strengths in: **commitment; coordination; interdependence; trust; information components (quality, sharing, accessibility, transparency); integration; flexibility; participation; constructive resolution; inclusiveness; reflectiveness; perspective alignment.**

\(^6\) CLIFF is capacity grants and revolving capital funds towards addressing housing and basic services of slum dwellers. It is funded by the UK Department for International Development (DFID) and the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA).
4.6 Key Findings

At the first level, poor community groups on the 9.2ha in Mandaue were integrated and organised to the Federation of Mandaue City Urban Poor, Inc. They addressed the same challenges to secure the land. With the coordination by the HPFPI, the community scaled up the discussion from community-scale to a city-wide level, which allowed them to align the perspective of their challenges with other communities and government authorities. The HPFPI recognises information as a creative entry point to begin an initiative with LGUs (Yu & Karaos, 2004). Local government should provide available assistance to ISFs and reflect their demands and information to the existing or future initiatives. It could be more beneficial for ISFs if different communities are involved in the same slum upgrading projects or within the same city simultaneously such as ACCA.

At the second level, the government’s 9.2 Task Force Committee became a discussion platform among LTHAI, other community and government. The constructive resolution process accommodated inclusiveness and participation by sharing information. The platform for sharing information is pivotal among urban actors because ISFs sometimes cannot access to the information that government owns. Discussions with governmental authorities provide opportunities to get financial and physical assistance by sharing their challenges. Communities developed a subdivision plan and re-block and land ownership transfer process and shared their needs by mapping, with the
Philippine Alliance support. The information quality was improved by the support from the Philippine Alliance’s capacity-building workshops. Through this, they could reflect their needs and access to the information in the formal process. Also, the community’s information (information transparency) can be integrated with the government’s information which enables LGUs to request budget allocation more effectively from the central government or call on the support for ISF housing provision from different stakeholders.

At the third level, the Philippine Alliance held workshops to enhance community capacity to identify their challenges by mapping. The workshop promoted community-saving and enhanced the understanding of government financial assistance (Information sharing, user-friendliness). The participatory planning process enabled the members to foster social capital and identify each resident’s strengths (independence) and sustainable social space. The process built trust and integration, contributing to the commitment and continuous participation. Developing a common vision through collective activities helped to identify leaders and tasks (coordination). To reduce the construction expenses, the communities flexibly reduced the cost by making the uncompleted second floor. However, the needs from each household were reflected (reflectiveness) to build their starter houses. By interweaving the ISFs’ demands and the government plan, the local government can co-produce new ways of housing provision with communities and grassroots organisations as good partners, partners who know the grassroots information the most.

At the fourth level, the Philippine Alliance provided technical support. It facilitated community activities for collecting the settlements’ data, which were integrated into the plan to be shared with governments. Leaders identified by the communities encouraged the members to join the process. However, some individuals opposed data gathering and community plans, which affected information quality. In the case, informal focus group discussion, one-to-one conversation, and participatory methodologies are fundamental for a constructive resolution to bring people together.

Three challenges were found through the process. First, conflicts within or outside of the communities may happen, and some who could not find the benefit did not join the process in the case. In the Philippines’ different areas where the Philippine Alliance provided support,
mobilisation through mapping faced internal division and an explicit spatial division between Muslim and Christian communities (Lipietz & Ortiz, 2016). Should LGUs take community-led planning as a part of the city planning and provide further assistance such as tools or funds for community activities including collecting the community data, more individuals would join the process. Second, power relations may cause the over-participation of more powerful residents, which may oppress marginalised community members’ needs in terms of gender, age, (dis)ability, livelihoods or religion (Lipietz & Ortiz, 2016). Diverse aspirations and self-appointed leaders can dominate discussions, that has risks of eliminating marginalised voices and being manipulated by people with power. Outside of the settlements, local politics are mostly controlled by powerful political elites in the Philippines (Lacaba, 1995) that sometimes lead community members to be patrons for elections. Local government can enhance the partnerships with grassroots organisations to identify the issues and seek methods for how local government can support. Third, the HPFPI and communities faced struggles in getting themselves taken seriously by government and private agencies and sometimes by other NGOs (Yu & Karaos, 2004). Although the legislative context seems to promote participatory governance, poor citizens struggle to access information and transparency regarding government development and funding schemes.

These points were analysed from ISFs and grassroots organisations’ perspectives, so local governments may have different perspectives. However, as the case described, when grassroots organisations cover some of the local government’s role, local governments can consider strengthening the partnership and supporting the co-production by engaging with other sectors such as KSAs and private sectors at the zero level of the analytical framework. As the level of scales is expanded, local governments must take the facilitating role by understanding power hierarchies to avoid conflicts and making non-intimidating circumstances among stakeholders. Accommodating the sixteen criteria in a successful 4Ps will help transform informal settlements to be more inclusive and interactive by exploring ideas towards co-creating innovative initiatives for the right to housing for ISFs.
5. Conclusion and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusion

Taking the unprecedented moments as reading and widening cracks (Healey, 1996), local government can consider a housing right as a human right and begin accumulating support for housing provision to the urban poor. Slums dwellers are vulnerable to contagious viruses due to inadequate housing and services and lack of job opportunities, as the COVID-19 crisis demonstrates, especially in the Global South. In the Philippines’ Constitution, social justice is indicated and interpreted into the land regulations and housing provision programmes. However, distribution, recognition and participation were not reflected in the initiatives, which ultimately expanded inequality. Whilst governments promote participatory process, power hierarchies oppress marginalised people and deprived them of chances to reflect their voices on the plan. Thus, insurgent planning and co-production were emerged by poor communities and grassroots organisations, and they cultivated their ways of planning to intervene in the formal system through collective actions. Following the assumption that the poor know best how to live in poverty (Watson, 2014), they invented community-centred development for realising the right to adequate housing and access to services in collaboration with grassroots organisations. Whilst grassroots organisations have already played the role accorded to the local government in the analytical framework, they cannot legalise the process or particular situations and need government assistance. If local government can take co-production as an innovative solution and better understand its potential, public and private sector actors can consider helping ISFs by interweaving the existing community resources with governments’ initiatives and the private sectors’ resources. The government’s intervention of the PDP 2017-2022 indicated co-producing housing projects through PPPs and solutions by collaborating with different actors including a national government, LGUs, KSAs, NGOs, and communities. Therefore, 4Ps could be developed between and among Public-Private-People stakeholders for housing provision by government-led arrangements. As discussions on the Philippines’ PPPs projects were mostly disclosed to the public, the analysis had limitations in this dissertation. In realising 4Ps under the hybrid conditions of decentralisation and the state-led housing policies, local governments should take the facilitator’s role to maintain the space for inclusive discussion and encourage participants to recognise the sixteen criteria of a successful 4Ps. To foster support from different sectors, local governments should consider the
process for information sharing opportunities or platforms to ensure ISFs’ right to adequate housing. That will help the stakeholders to co-produce sustainable, urban development planning and solutions. Lastly, local governments can also learn from one another by knowing practices through their networks, such as UCLG.

5.2 Recommendations to Local Governments

Two types of recommendations in line with the right for housing declaration will be presented.

1. Co-production tools for public-private and community-driven housing solutions

The Philippine Alliance takes the major roles of facilitator, partner and community enabler and provides tools and knowledge to ISFs whilst supporting community-centred development. As the Philippine Alliance also covers the sixteen criteria in successful 4Ps, the local government can invite the Philippine Alliance to develop the supporting methods for ISFs together. For instance, the HPFPI, which has the experience to support land acquisitions for ISFs, joined the City Housing and Land Management Office (CHLMO) under General Santos, after building up their relationships (Yu & Karaos, 2004). The grassroots organisations can also share their co-production practices and their networks, such as the ACHR and the SDI did. Therefore, the local government’s facilitating skills are essential to smoothly deliver processes and outcomes to realise the right to housing for ISFs, especially by engaging with private sectors whilst avoiding profit-oriented purposes only. In relation to this, the capacity building for local government staff should be enhanced towards successful housing provision. This is true in the specific Philippine context, as the central government designated major housing financial assistances, and Llanto et al. (1996) pointed out the room for improvements which may apply for other countries: (1) Improve information structure of LGUs; (2) Review regulatory framework on LGU deposits and borrowing limits; (3) Provide a complementary mechanism for the private sector and government funding; (4) Improve design, marketability and competitiveness of LGU bond issuances. Looking at other cases in the Philippines will expand local governments’ viewpoints. For instance, the Social Housing Finance Corporation with assistance from the World Bank, the HPFPI, the NGO Foundation for the Development of the Urban Poor and the ACHR conducted Barangay-wide mapping and planning in Valenzuela, and Talisay in Metro Cebu joined the workshop too (ACHR, 2014).
2. **Urban Planning including housing projects through 4Ps**

Promoting socially just planning needs a participatory process for decision making. To foster support from the public and private sectors and civil society, a platform where people can engage with different sectors will offer a space for discussions and enable stakeholders to share resources and knowledge. The urban development planning could also be integrated with housing projects if supporting organisations such as HPFPI can represent the ISFs with stakeholders. This type of platform could be online, particularly in light of after the COVID-19 pandemic. A platform to discuss housing provision for ISFs through 4Ps, including NGOs, academics and private firms through a participatory approach, should be considered.

Metro Cebu has a Regional Development Council (RDC) for setting all the socio-economic projects and asks the state for the funds’ allocations as the highest policy-making government body to coordinate governments in the region. Metro Cebu Development Coordinating Board (MCDCB)\(^7\), which was established with the NGAs, LGUs, NGOs and academics, discusses Metro Cebu-wide urban development plans with multi-stakeholders including private sectors and brings them to the RDC. When the MCDCB started and during the roadmap development phase, it considered the housing situation from an urban planning and urban design perspective, and even with this, only to a limited extent as LGUs have the primary mandate for land use planning. More detailed discussions on housing, particularly for ISFs, were conducted when the MCDCB lobbied to implement flood control projects subsequent to the completion of the Metro Cebu Drainage and Flood Control Masterplan Study. In this case, the focus was on Project Affected Families (Nacario-Castro, 2020). MCDCB could be a platform for 4Ps if LGUs take it as the platform for urban planning that combines adequate housing projects with sustainable neighbourhood. Civic solidarity and multi-stakeholder partnerships are key to overcoming the COVID-19 crisis on housing to protect the most vulnerable (UCLG, 2020a). This unprecedented time could be catalytic to scale up co-production enhanced by partnerships among different urban actors.

\(^7\) Ramon Aboitiz Foundation Inc. operated the Secretariat and researches, but the role was shifted to Cebu Leads Foundation.
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Information Sheet

Background
My dissertation will highlight on how local governments can foster community centred urban development in Metro Cebu, Philippines. With a fellowship with United Cities of Local Governments (UCLG), it will also follows Local governments’ implementation of the “Cities for housing” declaration which focus on anti-eviction and slum upgrading strategies linked to the axis 3 and 4 that concern with tools to co-produce public-private community-driven alternative housing and urban planning tools that combines adequate housing with quality, inclusive and sustainable neighbourhoods. As a civil servant of the City of Yokohama, Japan, I am delighted to focus on Metro Cebu, Philippines where the City supported sustainable urban development with Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). In order to realise the needs from Informal Settlers Families (ISFs) to obtain the right to housing and avoid undesirable evictions, the dissertation will seek for the community-centred urban development and Public Private People Partnerships (PPPs).

Metro Cebu
The Philippines with 7,107 islands where 5.4% of the urban population or about 2.2 million people of the urban population live in informal settlements or housing inadequacies due to rapid urbanisation (WB, 2017). The population is expected to reach 142 million in 2045 from 109.5 million in 2015 (Philippine Statistics Authority). Metro Cebu, it comprises of three independent cities (Cebu, Mandaue, Lapu-lapu), four component cities (Carcar, Danao, Naga, Talisay), and six municipalities (Compostela, Consolacion, Cordova, Liloan, Minglanilla, San Fernando) (DILG Region VII, 2020).

Mactan Export Processing Zone (MEPZ) ‘s expansion of manufacturing sector attracted real estate developers to build shopping malls and high-end housings (Sajor, 2013)3. For instance, South Road Property was developed as a 300ha land reclamation with six-lane coastal roads connecting business district to the south of the city in 1990s. This project pushed thousands of families dependent on

---

fishing along the former coastline (Kampen & Naessens, 2008). Rapid urban growth increased the land and housing price and threatened ISFs from the evictions.

**Community-centred urban development**

Community-led planning in Metro Cebu was supported by Philippine Alliance (See the figure below) led by Homeless People's Federation, Philippines Inc. (HPFPI), which branch is located in Mandaluyong City. The Philippine Alliance which is comprising of five organisations supported mapping issues and needs. The process of the Philippine Alliance can be classified into four stages: mobilisation, savings, planning and design, and project implementation (DPU, 2016). Each organisation with different strengths in the Alliance supported the process and mobilised discourse by themselves through learning skills.
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